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Abstract -Support vector machines (SVMs) are nothing but machines that build support vectors for classification
process. SVMs can formulate both linear and non-linear decision boundaries with good generalization ability and
they are based on Statistical Learning Theory (SLT).Generally classification using SVMs is same as solving an
optimization problem because strength of SVMs lies in solving optimization techniques. At present SVMs have
become excellent areas for research which are also powerful tools for most of the machine learning tasks. These
optimization problems deal with not only convex problems but also non convex such as semi infinite programming,
bi-level programming and integer programming. The goal of this paper is to thoroughly review SVMs from the
optimization point of view. Examining the many aspects of SVM optimization problems, it is useful to understand
and apply this popular data mining technique more easily. There are two themes given, first theme specifies the SVM
models and algorithms based on standard classification till now regarding optimization point of view. The main
reason in constructing several optimization problems is to increase the SVM generalize well and reduce over fitting.
And then second theme gives the models concerning enhancements to make SVM more accurate and build better,
more rapid and easier to understand learning machines. Since research in SVMs and research in optimization
problems have become increasingly coupled so present new challenges are systematically explored to construct new
optimization models using SVM.
Key words-Support Vector Machines (SVM), generalization, Statistical Learning Theory (SLT), Optimization,
machine learning, data mining, over fitting.
1.
INTRODUCTION
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have gained a great deal of attention from a machine learning community. The
Support Vector Machine is a powerful, state-of-the-art classification technique introduced in the early1990’s [9],
[13] .These SVMs are very proficient in classifying both simple and highly complex data and based on structural risk
minimization (SRM) principle. They employ sophisticated mathematical principles to avoid over fitting. There is no
Support vector machine classification without Statistical Learning Theory (SLT) introduced by Vapnik &
Chervonenkis (VC). Optimization techniques are the strength of SVMs. There are three factors that make SVM’s more
successful namely maximal margin, dual theory and kernel trick. In SVM, optimization methods are the most powerful
tools to solve the problems of machine learning with finite training data. It is able to overcome the problems like curse
of dimensionality, over fitting. They have numerous elegant features like excellent generalization abilities, pretty
mathematical equations, geometrical illustrations and efficient empirical performances.
To use SVMs successfully, requires an understanding of how they work. When training an SVM the practitioner must
be able to make decisions based on how to pre-process the data, what kernel to use and setting the parameters of the
SVM. Another factor that made SVMs more successful is VC- dimension [92] for a given classification task. Because
of its attractive features a large and diverse community works are done on SVMs from optimization, statistics, neural
networks, machine learning, functional analysis etc.
Mainly SVMs reduce machine learning problems to optimization problems; especially the convex optimization
problems plays vital roles in SVMs.Because convex problems are good in enough algorithmically and theoretically.
Many SVM algorithms involve solving convex problems such as convex quadratic programming [66], semi-deﬁnite
programming [55], second order cone programming [2], and etc. However, in addition to convex there is also nonconvex optimization problems appeared in SVMs such as integer or discrete optimization considers non-convex
problems with integer constraints, semi-inﬁnite programming [38], and bi-level optimization [7] and so on. Particularly
in the process of model construction, these optimization problems may be solved many times. Up to now, SVMs are
applied in various areas. They were applied for text categorization [48], face detection, verification and recognition
([51],[61],[89]),Speech recognition [36],Bioinformatics [39],bankruptcy prediction [80],remote sensing image analysis
[64], Information and image retrieval ([27], [60], [80]).information security [65], time series forecasting [54] etc.
Basically there are two majors themes in the interaction of SVMs and quadratic Programming. The first theme
specifies the models that are based on the optimization point of view for binary classification of SVMs up to now.
These are obtained by making changes to the standard SVM (C-SVM) ([13],[91]) which are constructed as powerful
new models. They are to be precise v- SVM [81],Least squares SVM(LSSVM)[45] , Fuzzy SVM [57], Proximal SVM
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[31],Twin SVM (TWSVM)[53],Multi kernel SVM [83], Crammer-Singer SVM [20],Cost sensitive SVM [1],AUC
maximizing SVM ([3],[11]), robust classiﬁcation([37],[100]),transductive classiﬁcation [47], Knowledge based
classiﬁcation([31], [33],), privileged classiﬁcation [94],Multi-instance classiﬁcation [62],Multi-label classiﬁcation
[90],multi-view classiﬁcation [30],and semi supervised and unsupervised classiﬁcation ([98],[108],[109]),And
subsequently the optimization algorithms for SVMs which act as most excellent for present research in any area are
given as Sequential Minimal Optimization(SMO) [113],efficient methods for solving large-scale SVM
([15],[42],[50],[52]), parallel methods for solving large-scale SVM [112] and etc.
The second theme provide models regarding enhancements to make SVM more perfect including feature selection
([19],[88]), model selection [8], probabilistic outputs [72], rule extraction from SVMs [63],Leave-One-Out(LOO) error
bounds on SVMs [93], concept boundary detection (CBD) method [70].
Examining the many aspects of SVM optimization problems, a systematic survey is necessary and useful to understand
and apply this popular data mining technique more easily. The SVMs also perform well and useful for large data sets.
The goal of this paper is to thoroughly review SVMs from the optimization point of view. Section 2 of the paper takes
standard SVM as an example to summarize and explain the texture of SVMs. Section 3 will describe SVM
optimization models with different ranges. Section 4 describes the standard algorithms where many researchers have
been proposed, are categorized into three types. Namely Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO), efficient methods,
and Parallel methods. Section 5 describes the Models for better implementation of SVM. Section 6 will provide
conclusion.
2.
SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
Support vector machines are used for classification of data items. Support vector machines are nothing but machines
that build support vectors for classification process .There are several methods for finding hyper planes but Support
vector machines find an optimal one. These SVM’s create hyper planes based on support vectors. These support
vectors are decisive points nearer to decision boundary. The hyper plane is taken to separate two classes. There can be
any number of hyper planes possible between these two classes. In order to separate the two classes more precisely we
choose the hyper plane with larger margin. This is called Maximal marginal hyper plane (MMH) (as shown in
Figure:1).In order to identify MMH the decision boundary lines are extended until they touch the closest data points.
Accordingly MMH is chosen. The distance stuck between two hyper planes is called Margin of the classifier. Support
vectors are points that touch the hyper plane at two ends. Once the support vectors are identified we can easily draw
the hyper plane. For constructing large marginal hyper plane several techniques are applied to the data. Mainly
quadratic optimization techniques are applied. It is easy to apply numerical data to the SVM idea. The SVM can be
used to separate linearly separable data, linearly inseparable case, and non-linearly separable case. In linearly separable
case once the support vectors are identified based on these support vectors maximum marginal hyper plane is drawn. In
linearly inseparable case slack variables are added to the formulae in order to classify accurately using SVM. In nonlinearly separable case kernel functions are introduced to build the model.
The model can be constructed by taking the following initial discussions.
2.1. Linear SVM: Separable case
Model is built based on parameters like lagragian multipliers, hyper plane parameters (w-weight vector, bias b).Accordingly applied to train the data. This concept is used here to binary classification. The class labels are +1,1[70].
Generally there are two margins. Both the margins are set in such a way that the hyper plane is maximum. In 3D space
the equation is a plane where as in N dimensional case it is a hyper plane. The hyper plane can be constructed based on
the line equation wx+b=0. It is called as separating hyper plane .where W={w1, w2, …, wn} is a weight vector and b a
scalar (bias).For example 2-D it can be written as w0 + w1 x1 + w2 x2 = 0.
The tuples that come under class label y=-1 are below the hyper plane .so it can be defined as wx+b<0.The tuples that
come under class label y=1 are above the hyper plane .so it can be defined as wx+b>0.If we label all circles as class +1
and all squares as class -1.Then we can guess the class label y for any test sample “t“ as if it is a square it should
satisfy w.x+b<0 .if it is a circle it should satisfy w.x+b>0.
The two hyperplanes(margins) are expressed as
H1:w.x+b=-1
H2=w.x+b=1
1/w
w.x+b=1
w.x+b=-1

Support vectors

w.x+b=0
MMH
1/w
Class label y= - 1

Class label y= + 1

Fig. 1: Graphical representation of Linear SVM
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Let data D be (X1, y1)… (X|D|, y|D|), where Xi is the set of training tuples associated with the class labels yi [41].
The distance between the two hyperplanes is called margin.This margin can be obtained by adding the
distance between two hyperplanes.ie.(1/w+1/w=2/w).
Therefore d= 2/ǁwǁ
For obtaining objective function, using the above formula then it is maximizing the margin. However maximizing the
margin is same as minimizing the following objective function.
Min. f(w)=ǁwǁ2/2
Then the constraints are obtained as follows: w,b are chosen in such a way that two conditions are met.
wxi+b≥ 1 if yi=1
--------(2.1)
wxi+b≤ -1 if yi=-1
-------(2.2)
Both inequalities are summarized as
yi(wxi+b ≥1)
for i=1,2,3,…….N
Then the equation becomes
min. f(w)= ǁwǁ2/2 subject to yi(wxi+b ≥1) for i=1,2,3,…….N
This equation can be solved by using langragian multiplier method.
To solve this problem consider the example. Given f(x1, x2, ....xd) subject to equality constraints of the
form gi(x)=0, i=1,2,--------p
1. Then langragian is defined as L(x,λ)= f(x)- where λi is a dummy variable called langragian multiplier.
2. / I =0
3.
p
i =0
Solve (d+p) equations in steps 2 and 3 to obtain x and λ
Given Karush Kuhn Tucker(KKT) conditions as
λi ≥ 0,
gi(x)≥0,
λi gi =0 , =1,2,….p
It is similar in the case of inequality constraints also.Now the given objective function becomes
Lp= ǁwǁ2-

------ (2.3)

Where λi is called lagrangian multiplier.
To minimize the lagrangian,we must take the derivative of Lp w r.t. w and b
implies w=

λiyixi------(2.4)

implies –
λiyi = 0 ,i.e. λiyi = 0 ------(2.5)
According to KKT conditions (from above)
λi ≥ 0

------ (2.6)

λi ( yi( w. xi +b) -1) =0 -------- (2.7)
Substituting equations (2.6) and (2.7) in eq. (2.3) we get
LD =
Then it becomes,
Maximize
λi -

λi -

λiλjxi xj yi yj

λiλjxi xj yi yj constrained to λi≥ 0 i and

λi yi = 0

The solution is to find the optimal setting of the Lagrange’s multipliers λi by maximizing.
λi λiλjxi xj yi yj
Only λi’s corresponding to “support vectors” will be non-zero. We can solve Dual Lagrangian (LD) easily because the
parameters are reduced when compared to Primary Lagrangian (L p).The Dual Lagrangian contain lagrangian
multipliers and the training data while the Primary Lagrangian involves lagrangian multipliers as well as w and
b(parameters of the decision boundary).And we can say that solutions for both optimization problems are same.
The solution involves to the dual problem:
w =Σλiyixi and b= yk- wxk for any xk such that λk 0
Each non-zero λi indicates that corresponding xi is a support vector. Then the classifying function will have the
form: f(x) = Σλiyixi.x + b. Observe that it relies on an inner product between the test point x and the support vectors xi
.Also keep in mind that solving the optimization problem involved computing the inner products x xj between all pairs
of training points.
Once the parameters of the objective function are obtained, a test instance z is classified as follows.
f(z)=sign( w.z + b) = sign(Σλiyixi .z+b) --------(2.8)
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If f(z)= 1 then the test instance is said to be a positive class, otherwise it is said to be negative class.
2.2 Linear SVM: In-separable case
If the data is not separable with a good Maximum Marginal Hyper plane (MMH) then soft margin approach is applied.
Since the MMH used in separable case do not effort when the problem arises like when there is a noise or error. An
Over fitting error will occur. Then the solution is to consider the width of the margin and the number of training errors
to construct the linear decision boundary. While the objective function used in Separable case (Linear SVM) do not
support the non separable case because it do not satisfy the inequality constraints. To do this positive valued slack
variables (ᶓ) are introduced into the constraints of the optimization problem. Assign some points to be moved where
they belong, at a cost. Let some points be moved to where they belong, at a cost [70].

ᶓ/w

w.x+b=1-ᶓi

w.x+b=-1+ᶓi

w.x+b=0
MMH
ᶓ/w
Class label y= - 1

Class label y= + 1

Figure: 2 Decision boundaries shown with soft margin method
wx+b≥ 1-ᶓi if yi= 1
wx+b≤-1+ᶓi if yi= -1

where

--------(2.9)

k
The modified objective function is f(w)= ǁwǁ2+c
where c and k are user specified parameters represtenting
the penalty of misclassifying the training instances.(let’s assume k=1).The Parameter C is taken as a way to control
overfitting .

Lp= ǁwǁ2+ C

ᶓi μi

------ (2.10)

KKT conditions are ᶓi ≥ 0,λi≥0,μi≥0
λi { yi( w. xi +b) -1+ᶓi} =0
μiᶓi =0
Performing first order derivative of L w.r.t w,b and ᶓ i to zero
= wj λiyixij =0 --- wj =
λiyixij

----- (2.11)

=-

ᶓ-

λiyi =0 --

=C-λi-μi =0

λi { yi( w. xi +b) -1+ᶓi}

λiyi =0

----- λi+μi =C

-------- (2.12)
-------- (2.13)

Substituting these equations (2.11), (2.12) (2.13) in the eq.(2.10),
We get, LD =
λi λiλjxi xj yi yj
---------(2.14)
Where LD is the dual formulation of Soft margin approach.The slack variables ᶓ i and lagranges multiplier do not
appear in the dual formula. And xi with nonzero λi will be taken as support vectors. Solution for the dual problem is w
= Σλiyixi and b = yk(1- ξk) - wxk where k = argmax λk’ .Then the objective function is given as f(x) = Σλiyixix + b.
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2.3 Non linear SVM
In the case where data is not linearly separable Nonlinear SVM is considered. It means that the datasets have nonlinear
decision boundaries. With this non linear SVM curse of dimensionality problem is avoided and optimal decision
boundary is set. The idea is to map the original feature space into some higher-dimensional feature space where the
training set is separable. The approach is to transform the data from its original coordinate space in x into a new space
ϕ(x) so that linear decision boundary can be used to separate the instances in the transformed space. After performing
the transformation the methodology that was applied in the linear SVM case is applied [70].
The optimization problem is min. ǁwǁ2/2
subject to yi(w.ϕ(xi)+b) ≥1,
for i=1,2,3,…….N
Following the approach applied in Linear SVM, the dual Lagrangian for the constrained optimization problem is
LD =
λiλi λj yi yj ϕ(xi) ϕ(xj) -------(2.15)
Once the λi are obtained using quadratic programming, the parameters w and b are derived using the following
equations:
w= λi yi ϕ(xi)
-------(2.16)
λi{ yi
λi yj ϕ(xj).ϕ(xi) +b}= 0
Finally a test instance z can be classified using the equation:
f(z)= sign(w.ϕ(z) + b)=sign(
λi yi ϕ(xi).ϕ(z) + b ) -------(2.18)

---------(2.17)

Except for the eq.(2.16) the remaining equations contain dot product between pairs of vectors in the transformed space,
ϕ(xi), ϕ(xj) .It is a bit cumbersome and it may suffer from curse of dimensionality problem. To avoid that a method
called kernel trick is introduced. If every datapoint is mapped into high-dimensional space via some transformation Φ:
x → φ(x), the inner product becomes: K(xi,xj)= φ(xi) .φ(xj).
Q(λ) =Σλi - ½ΣλiλjyiyjK(xi, xj) is maximized and
(1) Σλiyi = 0
(2) λi ≥ 0 for all λi
A kernel function is a function that is similar to an inner product in some feature space. There are various kernel
functions that are applied for transformation.
Linear: K(xi,xj)= xiTxj
Mapping Φ: x → φ(x), where φ(x) is x itself
Polynomial of power p: K(xi,xj)= (1+ xiTxj)p
Mapping Φ: x → φ(x), where φ(x) has d

  p  dimensions


 p 2

Gaussian (radial-basis function): K(xi,xj) =



e

xi  x j
2 2

Mapping Φ: x → φ(x), where φ(x) is infinite-dimensional: every point is mapped to a function (a Gaussian);
combination of functions for support vectors is the separator [70].
3. OPTIMIZATION MODELS
3.1. C-SVM
The standard SVM is developed based on support-vector networks ([13], [91]).The support-vector network is
interchangeably called C-SVM. It is a learning machine for binary classification problems. In Separable case optimal
margin for good generalization was given through identifying support vectors. In Non separable case the soft margin
was discussed with minimizing the errors. The Machine’s idea is to map non linear input vectors into very high
dimension feature space and then separate the data linearly. In this feature space a linear decision boundary is
constructed. Special feature of the decision boundary is its high generalization ability of the learning machine. Mainly
C-SVM was developed to consider non separable data. High generalization ability of support-vector networks is to
employ polynomial input transformations. C-SVM has done most excellent work at utilizing quadratic optimization
problem.
To control the generalization ability of a learning machine one has to control two different factors: the error-rate on the
training data and the capacity of the learning machine as measured by its VC-dimension [92]. There exists a bound for
the probability of errors on the test set of the following form: with probability 1 – η the inequality
Pr (test error) < Frequency (training error) + Confidence Interval -------- (3.1)
is valid. In the bound (3.1) the confidence interval depends on the VC-dimension of the learning classifier, the number
of elements in the training set, and the value of η .The two factors in (3.1) specify a trade-off: the smaller the VCdimension, the smaller the confidence interval, but larger the value of the error frequency.
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However, when training data is separable we can obtain better generalization by minimizing the confidence term in
(3.1) even there are errors in the training set. With the soft margin classifier method this can be done by choosing
appropriate values for the parameter C. In this C-SVM one can manage the exchange between complexity of decision
rule and frequency of error by changing the parameter C, even in the more regular case where there exists no solution
with zero error on the training set. As a result, the support-vector network can control both factors for generalization
ability of the learning machine. The quadratic programming equations in the previous section are all developed using
C-SVM itself.
3.2. Least Squares SVM
Least Square Support Vector Machines (LSSVM)[45] are also used to find a hyper plane for separating two classes
like a traditional SVM, but using a different primal equation. Its features are sparseness and robustness. It gives new
formulations for kernel PCA, Kernel CCA and kernel PLS. It is a kernel based classifier. It uses a spiral classification
problem. The advantage of LSSVM is it is taken as dynamic case while the standard SVM is used for static estimation
problem. The primal equation is
Min w2 +
e2k ---------- (3.2)
Subject to the equality constraints yk [w.ϕ(xk) +b]=1-ek ,k=1,2,…….N
The minimizing function 1/2 ||w ||2 realizes the maximal margin between the straight lines
(w⋅x)+b=1
and
(w⋅x)+b= −1,
--------(3.3)
While minimizing
points respectively.

ek2 making the straight lines (3.3) is proximal to all inputs of positive points and negative

Dual formulation to be solved in LSSVM is
Max αi αj yi yj (k(xi xj) + δij/γ) +
αi---------(3.4)
Subject to
αi yi = 0 where δij = 1,i=j
= 0, i≠j
In Standard SVM, the error is measured by the soft margin approach; in turn it depends on the support vectors. While
in LSSVM, almost all training points add to the decision function, so the sparseness is reduced. Therefore LSSVM
solves linear equations instead of quadratic programming problem. Therefore, it is simpler and faster than traditional
SVM.
3.3 Fuzzy support vector machines
A traditional support vector machine (SVM) learns the decision boundary from two distinct classes of the input points.
Each input point is treated equally in the traditional SVM. In some cases each input point such as an outlier may not be
fully assigned to one of these two classes. This means that some inputs are not exactly decided whether they belong to
either positive class or negative class. It may 90% belong to one class and 10% be meaningless, and it may 20% belong
to one class and 80% be meaningless. In other words, each data point in the training data is assigned a membership
function and reformulates the SVMs such that different input points can make different contributions to the learning of
decision boundary. If any data point is detected as an outlier, it is assigned with a lower membership, so its need to
total error term decreases. Therefore Fuzzy support vector machines (FSVM) [57] reduce the sensitivity of less
important data points.
There is a fuzzy membership 0< si ≤1 associated with each training point .This fuzzy membership can be regarded as
the attitude of the corresponding training point toward one class in the classification problem and the value can be
regarded as the attitude of meaningless. The primal equation is
Minimize
w.w+ c
siᶓi ---------------(3.5)
Subject to yi(w.zi)+b) ≥1,
ᶓi≥ 0,

i=1,2,3,……. l
i=1,2,3,…….l

Where c is a constant. It is noted that a smaller si reduces the effect of the parameter in problem (3.5) such that the
corresponding point is treated as less important.
Its dual problem is given as a convex quadratic programming
Maximize W (α)=
αi αj yi yj k(xi xj) ------(3.6)
Subject to

αi yi = 0, 0≤αi≤si c ,i=1…..l

3.4. Twin support vector machines
Twin support vector machine (TWSVM)[53] is a binary classifier based on the standard SVM classifier,TWSVM
solves two smaller quadratic programming problems(QPP) instead of one large QPP. In SVM all data points exists in
the constraints but in TWSVM they are distributed such that the patterns of one class determines the constraint of the
other QPP and vice-versa. New patterns are assigned to one of the classes depending on its distance to the two hyper
planes. Each of the two QPP in the TWSVM pair has the typical formulation of SVM but not all data patterns appear in
the constraint of either problem at the same time. The improvements to the TWSVM were made to obtain low
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computational complexity [79]. The two non parallel hyper planes are the positive hyper plane and the negative
hyper plane:
(w+x)+b+ =0
-------(3.7)
(w-x)+b- =0
-------(3.8)
The primal problems for ﬁnding these two hyper planes are two convex quadratic programming problems [79].
Min
c1 (ǁw+ǁ2 +b+2) +1/2
xi) + b+)2 + c2
j ------ (3.9)
w+,b+,ρsubject to (w+.xj) + b+ ≤ -1+ᶓj,j=p+1 …….p+q
----- (3.10)
ρ j ≥ 0, j=p+1 …….p+q
------ (3.11)
and
2
Min
c3 (ǁw-ǁ +b-2) +1/2
xi) + b-)2 + c2
ρj ------ (3.12)
w-,b-,ρ +
subject to (w-.xj) + b- ≥ 1-ᶓj, j=1 …….p
------ (3.13)
ρj ≥ 0 j=1 …….p
------ (3.14)
where x i ,i= 1,...,p are positive inputs ,
xi ,i=p+1,...,p+q are negative inputs,
c1>0,c2>0,c3>0,c4>0 are parameters,
ρ -=(ρp+1,……ρ p+q)T
ρ + =(ρ1……..ρp)T
For both of the primal problems above an interpretation can be offered in the same way.
TWSVM is obtained by solving two dual problems of the above primal problems separately. The simplification of
TWSVM has been shown to be significantly better than standard SVM for both linear and nonlinear kernels. It has
become more popular in machine learning techniques because of its low computational complexity. On an average, it
is about four times faster than the standard SVMs in the training phase.
3.5 Proximal SVM
Proximal Support Vector Machine classification [31] idea is to classify by proximity to planes while the standard
SVMs classify by half spaces. It is a fast new support vector machine classifier. It is very simple to implement. There
is a classifying plane central between the parallel proximal planes. Thus, PSVM classifies points on the basis of
proximity to two parallel planes: x1w=ᶓ +1and x1w=ᶓ -1. And the plane x1w-ᶓ =0 acts as a middle way between and
parallel to the above proximal planes. It is a separating plane that roughly separates A+ and A- as given in the figure: 3.
PSVM can also be considered as an especially unique case of regularization networks [29].
x1 w-1.ᶓ=+1

A+

A-

x1 w-1.ᶓ=-1
x1 w-1.ᶓ=0
Figure 3: shows the proximal support vector machine classifier: The proximal planes x1w − γ = ±1 around which
points of the sets A+ and A− and which are pushed apart by the optimization problem (3.15).
The problem in figure: 3 is considered classifying l points in the n-dimensional real space Rn , represented by the l × n
matrix A, according to membership of each point Ai in the class A+ or A− as specified by a given l × l diagonal matrix
D with plus ones or minus ones along its diagonal. For this problem, the proximal support vector machine [31] with a
linear kernel is given by the quadratic programming problem with parameter ν > 0 and linear equality constraint:
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Min
ν/2 ǁyǁ2 +1/2 ǁ w ǁ2
----------(3.15)
(w,ᶓ,y)∈Rn+1+m ᶓ
Subjected to D(A w-e ᶓ)+y=e

---------------------(3.16)

Where e is a vector of ones. w is normal to the proximal planes:
ᶓ
x1 w-1.ᶓ =+1
x1 w+1.ᶓ =-1

---------(3.17)

x1w-ᶓ =0

--------- (3.18)

These are proximal to points belonging to the sets A+ and A− respectively. The error variable y in (3.16) is a measure
of the distance from the plane x_w − 1·ᶓ = +1 of points of class A+ points and from the plane x_w −1.ᶓ = −1 of points
of class A−. The approximate separating plane (3.18) as depicted in figure 1, acts as a linear classifier as follows:
x1w-ᶓ

>0 then xЄA+
<0 then xЄA=0 then xЄA+ or xЄA-

3.6. V-SVM
The ν-support vector machine (ν-SVM) [81] for classification has the advantage of using a parameter ν on controlling
the number of support vectors. The soft margin SVM’s and nu SVM are equivalent with the ν-SVM .The ν-SVM is a
soft margin SVM which is implemented as a quadratic model and it is able to improve the generalization of a SVM on
datasets that contain outliers. It has given a different formulation for solving SVMs in which the parameter c is
transformed to a meaningful parameter v, that approximately represent the part of support vectors.
The soft margin SVMs [70] discussed previously, have soft margins that can take any positive value. It leads to the
difficulty in testing because the range of soft margins has to be known previously. The ν - SVM specifies that the soft
margin lies between the range of zero and one. The parameter ν is not controlling the switch between the training error
and the generalization error. It is taken as an upper bound on the fraction of margin errors and is the lower bound on
the fraction of support vectors.
The primal equation is
Min ½ wT w- vρ + 1/l
ϵi
------- (3.19)
Subjected to yi (wT ϕ(xi) +b)≥ρ-ϵi
ϵi ≥ 0 ,i=1,2,----l , ρ≥0
The dual equation is Min ½ Qα
------------ (3.20)
Subjected to yT α,eTα ≥v
Where e is the vector of all ones ,Q is a positive semidefinite matrix Q ij=yiyjK(xi,xj) and K(xi,xj) =ϕ(xi)Tϕ(xj) is the
kernel.
3.7 Tranductive Support vector machines
The Transductive support vector machine (TSVM) [47] presented a learning task from small training model by taking
a transductive, as an alternative of an inductive approach. Generally labelled instances are more difficult, time
consuming to obtain and expensive, where unlabeled instances are easy to collect. Standard SVMs use only labeled
training samples, so using large amount of unlabeled data many semi-supervised SVMs (S3 VM) were developed.
TSVM is a proficient method for finding labelling of the unlabeled data, so that maximizing margin is built between
both the original labelled and unlabeled data. Mainly transduction means labelling a test set. The decision function
gives the smallest generalization error bound on unlabeled data.
At the earlier, TSVM algorithms are incapable of dealing with a huge number of unlabeled samples. The first one is [6],
used integer programming which yielded difficulty in handling large problems. Later [47] proposed which is based on
combinatorial optimization problem for training the data. This gave rise to famous and widely used software, SVM light
which was used for thousands of examples. The key idea of the algorithm is that it begins with a labelling of the test
data based on the classification of an inductive SVM. Then it upgrades the solution by switching the labels of test
examples so that the objective function will decrease.
Given a training set, T={(x1,y1),…. (xl,yl)}U {(xl+1,……xl+q}

-------- (3.21)

where xiЄ Rn , yi Є {-1,+1} ,i=1,…..l , xiЄ Rn,i=l+1,…..l+q and the set {(xl+1,……xl+q} is a collection of unlabeled
inputs. The primal problem in TSVM is built as the following (partly) combinatorial optimization problem
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min
½ ǁwǁ2 +C
ξi + C*
ξi*
-------(3.22)
w,b,ξ,y*
subjected to yi((w.xi)+b)≥1-ξi, i=1,…..l

-------(3.23)

yi *((w.xi* )+b)≥1-ξi, i=l+1,…….l+q

-------(3.24)

ξi≥ 0,i=1…..l

-------(3.25)

ξi*≥ 0,i=l+1,…..l+q

-------(3.26)

Where y* =(yl+1*,…. yl+q*),C>0,C*>0 are parameters. But ﬁnding the exact solution to this problem is NP-hard. Major
effort has focused on efficient approximation algorithms. Among these approximation algorithms some relax the
TSVM training problem with semi-deﬁnite programming (SDP) [98],[108],[109]).
3.8 Knowledge based SVM
In Knowledge based SVMs [32] we are given not only the training set but also some prior knowledge such as advised
classification rules. Using the prior knowledge, we can improve the predictive training accuracy of learning algorithms
or reduce the amount of training data needed.
Now the problem can be given in the following way: the single input points in the training points are now considered
as input sets, called knowledge sets. The basic principle of their approach is that in the case of a polyhedral set of
constraints it is possible to formulate constrained optimization problems such that in addition to ﬁnding a large margin
solution the estimate also satisﬁes the prior knowledge constraints. Later on [62] studied a reformulation of linear and
nonlinear support vector classiﬁers that can contain prior knowledge in the form of various polyhedral sets, each
belonging to one of two groups.
Like classical SVMs, they learn a linear classifier (w′x = b) given data (xt, yt)Tt=1with xt ∈ Rn and labels yt ∈ {±1}. In
addition, they are also given prior knowledge specified as follows: all points that satisfy constraints of the polyhedral
set D1x ≤ d1 belong to class +1. That is, the advice specifies that ∀ x, D1x ≤ d1 ⇒ w′x−b ≥ 0. Advice can also be given
about the other class using a second set of constraints: ∀ x, D2x ≤ d2 ⇒ w′x − b ≤ 0. Combining both cases using advice
labels, z = ±1, advice is
Given by specifying (D, d, z), which denotes the implication
Dx ≤ d ⇒ z(w′x − b) ≥ 0.
---------- (3.27)
We assume that m advice sets (Di, di, yi)mi=1 are given in addition to the data,
And if the i-th advice set has li constraints, we have Di ∈ Rli×n, di ∈ Rli and yi = ±1.
Given a Training set T={ (χ1,y1),…(χp,yp),(χp+1,yp+1),…(χp+q,yp+q)}----- (3.28)
where χi is a polyhedral in Rn defined by χi={x| Dix≤ di} Di ∈ Rli×n, di ∈ Rli and y1 =…= yp =1, yp+1=…= yp+q=1.Then find a real valued function g(x) in R n such that the value of y for any x can be predicted by the decision
function.
f(x)=sgn(g(x))

------- (3.29)

The primal problem to be the following semi infinite programming problem
Min ½ ǁwǁ2 +C
w,b,ξ

ξi

-------- (3.30)

subjected to (w.x)+b≥1,for xϵ χi.i=1,……p,

-------(3.31)

(w.x)+b≤-1,for xϵ χi.i=p+1,……p+q

-------(3.32)

ξi≥ 0,i=1,…..

p+q

-------- (3.33)

3.9 Robust Classification
In traditional SVM, the parameters obtained are assumed to be known completely in optimization problems. But there
can be quandaries in the training data because it may contain measurement errors. The solution to the optimization
problem is to consider discriminants robust to measurement noise. The Robust SVM (RSVM) ([37], [100]) makes use of
semi definite programming and considers uncertainty sets that allow this class of problems to be formulated as second
order cone programming (SOCP). An important factor in robust optimization problem is how to choose the parameters
that define the uncertainty structures. It is mainly concerned with an ellipsoidal model of uncertainty for classifying
noisy data [16]. For example, when the training data is subjected to measurement errors, it is considered with
uncertainty sets Xi ∈ Rn, i= 1… l.Therefore the standard problem becomes to be the following robust classiﬁcation
problem.
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Given a training set T = {(X1,Y1),…,(Xl,Yl)}, where Xi is a set in Rn , Yi ∈{−1,1} . Obtain a real function g(x) in Rn ,
such that the value of y for any x can be predicted by the decision function
f (x) = sgn(g(x))
------(3.34)
The figure 4 traced out shows the robust problem with circle perturbations where the circles with “+” and “-” are
positive and negative input sets respectively, the maximal marginal hyper plane (w*⋅x)+b*=0 constructed by robust
SVM (RSVM). The primal problem for RSVM for such case is a semi-inﬁnite programming problem
min
w,b,ξ

ǁwǁ2 +C

ξi

-------(3.35)

where C is a penalty for misclassification
subjected to yi(w.(xi.ri.ui))+b)≥ 1-ξi ,
ξi ≥0,i=1,….l

------(3.36)
-------(3.37)

where the set Xi is a supers phere obtained from deviation of a point xi
Xi ={x| ||x−xi||≤ri}.

------(3.38)

X2
+
+
+
+
+
+
+ + +
+ +
+ +
+
+
+
+
+
0

X
1

Fig: 4 Pictorial interpretation of robust classification problem
3.10 Multi instance classification
Multi-instance classification [62] is given using a non integer real space subjected to linear and bilinear constraints. It
mainly used for drug activity prediction. Here an efficient linearization algorithm is proposed through which a local
solution is obtained by solving a sequence of fast linear programs in a few steps. A typical feature of linear classifier is
the sparse number of features it utilizes. It is similar to both the robust and knowledge-based classiﬁcation problems; it
can be formulated as follows.
Suppose that there is a training set T = {(X1,Y1),….,(Xl,Yl)}, where Xi ={xi1,……,xili} ,
xij ∈Rn j= 1,…,li, Yl ∈{−1,1} . Find a real function g(x) in Rn, such that the label y for any instance x can be predicted
by the decision function
f (x) = sgn(g(x)).
------- (3.39)
The set Xi is known as a bag containing a number of instances. The attractive point of this problem is that the label of a
bag is related with the labels of the instances in the bag and determined by the following way. An unseen bag is
positive if and only if there is at least one instance in the bag is positive side of the decision surface and a bag is
negative if and only if all instances in the bag are negative side of the decision surface. A pictorial representation of
multi-instance classiﬁcation problem is shown in Figure 5, where every enclosure represents a bag; a bag with “+” is
positive and a bag with “-” is negative.
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For a linear classiﬁer, a positive bag is classiﬁed correctly if and only if some convex combination of points in the bag
lies on the positive side of a separating plane. Therefore the primal formulation in the multi-instance SVM (MISVM) is
constructed as the following nonlinear programming problem.
Figure: 5 Pictorial representation of multi-instance classification problem
min
½ ǁwǁ2 +C1
w,b,v,ξ
subjected to (w.

ξi +C2

ξi

---------(3.40)

vji ( xj )+b≥1-ξi, i=1,…p
---------(3.41)
(w.(xi)+b≤-1+ξi, i=1,…r+1,…….r+s
--------(3.42)
ξi,≥0, i=1,…p,r+1,…….r + s ,
-------- (3.43)
vji≥ 0,jϵ I(i),i=1,….p
--------(3.44)
vji=1,i=1,…..p
--------(3.45)

Where r and s are number of instances in all positive bags and all negative bags respectively and p is the number of
positive bags.
Though the above problem is nonlinear, it is easy to say that among all its constraints, only the ﬁrst one is nonlinear.
Then a local solution to this problem has got by solving a series of fast linear programs in a few iterations.
Alternatively, hold one set of variables which make the bilinear terms constant while varying the other set. For a
nonlinear classiﬁer, a similar statement can be obtained to the higher dimensional space by the kernel function.
3.11 Multi view classification
In improving the performance of SVM, a pre-processing step Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA) is
combined with standard SVM.This gave rise to Multi view SVM [30].The technique is to first reduce the dimensions,
then train SVM classifiers and then combine the two steps together.
The same set of objects can be described in multiple different views. Here it is considered two views. Features are
naturally separated into K sets. So the features are split into two sets. The two views are redundant but not completely
correlated.
The KCCA algorithm considers the two feature spaces such that when the training data is projected onto those
directions the two vectors (one for each view) of values obtained are maximally correlated. Making use of the
Rademacher complexity theory [4], the generalization error bound of the supervised SVM-2K algorithm is analyzed.
A traditional SVM is considered as a one-dimensional projection followed by thresholding, while Multi view SVM
combines the two steps by introducing the constraint of similarity between two one-dimensional projections
identifying two distinct SVMs one in each of the two feature spaces. The extra constraint is chosen slight differently
from the 2-norm that characterizes KCCA. Then an ϵ-insensitive 1-norm is used to measure the amount by which
points fail to meet ϵ similarity:
| <wA,ϕA(xi)>+bA-<wB,ϕB(xi)>-bB | ≤ ηi + ϵ
--------(3.46)
Where wA,bA(wB,bB ) are the weight and threshold of the first(second) SVM. Combining this constraint with the usual
1-norm SVM constraints and allowing different regularization constants gives the following optimization function.
min L=1/2 ǁ wAǁ2 +1/2 ǁ wBǁ2+ CA
ξA+ CB
ξB +D
ηi
such that | <wA,ϕA(xi)>+bA-<wB,ϕB(xi)>-bB | ≤ ηi + ϵ
yi (<wA,ϕA(xi)>+bA)≥ 1-ξiA
yi (<wB,ϕB(xi)>+bB) ≥ 1-ξiB
ξiA≥ 0, ξiB≥ 0, ηi≥ 0 for all 1≤i≤l
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Let wA, bAwB, bB be the solution to this optimization problem. The final SVM 2K decision function is then
h(x)= sign(f(x)) ,where
-----------(3.51)
f(x)=0.5(<wA,ϕA(xi)>+bA+<wB,ϕB(xi)>+bB)
=0.5(fA(x)+ fB(x))
-----------(3.52)
SVM-2K was later extended to multi-view semi-supervised learning (Szedmak et al.2007).
4. STANDARD ALGORITHMS
4.1 SMO algorithm
The Sequential Minimal Optimization algorithm (SMO) is an efficient training algorithm for SVMs. It serves as a
classical algorithm for training SVMs .The main agenda in solving the Quadratic Programming (QP) problem is to
speed up the training of SVM. The SMO [113] is able to find efficient solution to the QP problem. The solution is to
split a large QP problem into an order of smallest possible QP sub problems and solving the smallest possible
optimization problem, involving two Lagrange multipliers, at each step. And therefore the amount of memory required
for computation is reduced.SMO exhibit good performance for linear SVMs because the evaluation of linear SVM is a
single dot product rather than a summation of linear kernels. SMO, it does excellent job for SVMs with sparse inputs,
even for non-linear SVMs, because the kernel computation time can be minimized. It can be considered a special case of
Osuna’s algorithm [60].
When compared to other methods, SMO has proven best in terms of speed. The similar methods are projected
conjugated gradient chunking algorithm [12] and Osuna’s algorithm [60]. A recent improvement in this direction is an
online learning method called LASVM [113]. LASVM is an approximate SVM solver that uses online approximation.
It can achieve accuracy similar to that of a SMO after performing a single sequential pass through the training
examples. Further benefits can be achieved using selective sampling techniques to choose which example should be
considered next.
The algorithm is as follows:
Step 1:Input: C, kernel, kernel parameters, epsilon
Step 2: Initialize b and all λ’s to 0
Step 3:Repeat until KKT is satisfied (to within epsilon):
(i) Find an example e1 that violates KKT (prefer unbound examples here, choose randomly among
those)
(ii)Choose a second example e2. Prefer one to maximize step size (in practice, faster to just maximize
|E1 – E2|). If that fails to result in change, randomly choose unbound example. If that fails,
randomly choose example. If that fails, re-choose e1.
(iii)Update α1 and α2 in one step
(iv)Compute new threshold b
SMO mainly concerned with solving the smallest possible optimization problem at every step. For the standard SVM
QP problem, it involves two Lagrange multipliers, because the Lagrange multipliers must satisfy a linear equality
constraint. At every step, SMO chooses two Lagrange multipliers to collectively optimize, finds the optimal values for
these multipliers, and updates the SVM to copy the new optimal values.
SMO does not require any extra matrix storage. Therefore, very large SVM training problems can be saved
inside of the memory of an ordinary personal computer. Because no matrix algorithms are used in SMO, it is less
exposed to numerical precision problems. There are mainly two methods in SMO: an analytic method for solving for
the two Lagrange multipliers, and a heuristic for choosing which multipliers to optimize. The SMO algorithm is slow
for non-linear SVMs than linear SVMs, because the time is subjected by the evaluation of the SVM.

Heuristics for choosing
Lagrange multipliers

Analytical method
for two Lagrange
multipliers

Compute b such that both
examples satisfy KKT

Fig 6: Do this until entire training set satisfies the KKT conditions
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The method can be combined with an active selection of training samples to yield faster training, higher accuracy rates,
and simple models. Another improvement in this direction is a method called maximum-gain working set selection [115]
which is considerably faster than SMO on large training sets.
An outstanding characteristic of SMO is that it is easy to implement and does not require a QP Library.Comparative
testing against other algorithms done by Platt shown that SMO is drastically faster and has better scaling properties.
4.2 Efficient methods for large Scale SVMs
The methods given here are efficient for large scale SVM’s where other methods degrade. Recently a coordinate descent
method for solving primal L2-SVM [15] is proposed. According to the survey on related algorithms, show that their
approach obtain a useful model more quickly. Coordinate descent, a popular optimization technique, updates one
variable at a time by minimizing a single-variable sub-problem. If one can efficiently solve this sub-problem, then it can
be a competitive optimization method. Due to the non-differentiability of the primal L1-SVM, Chang et al's work is
restricted to L2-SVM. Moreover, as primal L2-SVM is differentiable but not twice differentiable, certain considerations
are needed in solving the single-variable sub-problem.
The other one is a simple Cutting-Plane Algorithm [50] for training linear SVMs that is shown to converge in time O(sn)
for classiﬁcation. It is based on an alternative formulation of the SVM optimization problem that exhibits a diﬀerent
form of sparsity compared to the conventional formulation. The algorithm is empirically very fast and has an intuitively
meaningful stopping criterion. The algorithm opens several areas for research. Since it takes only a small number of
sequential iterations through the data, it is promising for parallel implementations using out-of-core memory. Also, the
algorithm can in principle be applied to SVMs with Kernels. While a straightforward implementation is slower by a
factor of n, matrix approximation techniques and the use of sampling might overcome this problem.
Another algorithm which is more efficient for large linear SVM was given namely Dual coordinate decent method
[42].It is very simple to implement, and possesses sound optimization properties. Experiments show that this method is
faster than state of the art implementations. It presents a novel dual coordinate descent method for linear SVM with L1and L2- loss functions. This method is simple and reaches an ϵ-accurate solution in O (log (1/ϵ)) iterations. Experiments
indicate that this method is much faster than state of the art solvers such as Pegasos [78], TRON [59], SVMperf [50] and
a recent primal coordinate descent implementation. SVMperf uses a cutting plane technique. And other one [82] apply
bundle methods, and view SVMperf as a special case. A trust region Newton method TRON) [59] is proposed for logistic
regression and L2-SVM. These algorithms focus on different aspects of the training speed.
The other approach in [52] presents a fast dual method for the SVM training. The main idea is to sequentially traverse
through the training set and optimize the dual variables associated with one example at a time. The speed of training is
improved by shrinking and cooling heuristics. Experiments indicate that this method is much faster than current solvers
such as cutting plane, bundle and exponentiated gradient methods.
4.3 Parallel methods
Mainly for training large training sets, SMO and Chunking [116] become infeasible. To overcome this difficulty a large
number of algorithms were developed. The Zanghirati and Zanni [112] achieved an efficient sub problem solution by a
gradient projection-type method. Their idea is to box constraints and to a single linear equality constraint. Thus,
approaches based on explicit storage of the matrix of the quadratic form are not practicable. It is a parallelizable
approach that splits the problem into a sequence of smaller quadratic programming sub problems. These sub problems
are solved by a variable projection method that is well suited to a parallel implementation and is very eﬀective in the
case of Gaussian support vector machines. Then it achieves good trade-off between convergence rate and cost per
iteration. By using this method as inner solver, an implementation that works eﬃciently with sub problems to produce
few iterations of the decomposition scheme is developed. This was the ﬁrst approach suited for an effective
implementation on multiprocessor systems. Of course, several issues must be addressed to achieve good performance,
such as limiting the overhead for kernel evaluations and choosing a suitable inner QP solver.
The promising results given by this parallel scheme can be further given credit to some more studies on both the
gradient projection QP solvers ([76], [22]) and the selection rules for large sized working sets [77].Therefore on the
basis of these studies a new parallel gradient projection-based decomposition technique (PGPDT) [107] is developed
and implemented in software.
5. MODELS FOR BETTER IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 Probabilistic outputs for support vector machine
The decision function that is used in the standard SVM is used to predict the label of any test input x in a binary
classification. But there is no guarantee that the estimation is absolutely correct. Sometimes it is necessary to know
how much confidence we have, i.e probability of the input x belonging to the positive class. So the value of g(x) is
used to estimate the probability P(y = 1|g(x)) of the input x which belongs to the positive class. Here g(x) is given with
the probability with interval between [0, 1] namely the sigmoid function. [72].Then the SVM output transform to a
posterior probability of a class using a sigmoid function.
P (g)=1/1+exp(Ag +B)
-------(5.1)
Where A and B are parameters to be determined. By using sigmoid function it is clear that good posterior estimates
are produced. While using sigmoid function one can use a maximum likelihood method on a training set (f i,yi). It can
be given as
Max ∏ Pi ∏ ( 1- Pi)
-------(5.2)
yi=1 yi=-1
where Pi(c1,c2)=1/1+exp(c1(g(xi))+c2) , i=1,……l ---------(5.3)
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This is a two-parameter maximization problem; therefore it can be performed using any number of optimization
algorithms. An improved algorithm for better implementation of solving problem (5.2), also meet and avoid numerical
difficulties was also given [58].
5.2 Model selection
The initial work in model selection with cross validation [17], [28]) involves solving a convex optimization problem
with one or more hyper parameters: the penalty parameter C and any kernel parameters with lowest test error. While
cross validation is frequently in use for selecting these parameters, its implementation by a grid-search technique is
used in the parameter space effectively in a model. It is simple to implement and wide spread. Its limitation is high
computation exponential due to the combinatorial explosion of grid points in high dimensions. In order to remove the
drawbacks in the above approach, bi level optimization was developed.
The second one bi-level optimization [7], that provides a systematic search of the hyper parameters. It is based on
support vector based training. Speciﬁcally, the model is optimized with respect to the ε-insensitive loss function with
2-norm regularization and with a trade-off parameter C. There are two levels in solving bi level optimization with the
outer-level leader problem selects the hyper parameters γ to perform well on a validation set and the follower problem
trains an optimal inner-level model for the given hyper parameters and returns a weight vector w for validation as
shown in Figure 7.

LEADER
Outer-level minγ LVal(w)

Hyper parameters
γ

Model
Weight
W

FOLLOWER
Inner-level minwLtm(w,γ

Figure 7: Bi level optimization
The inner-level problems minimize the regularized training error to decide the best function for the given hyper
parameters for each fold. The hyper parameters are the outer-level control variables. The objective of the outer-level is
to minimize the validation error based on the optimal parameters (w) returned for each fold. Therefore the bi level
programming approach offers a ample framework in which new regularization methods can be developed, valid
bounds on the test set errors can be achieved, and most significantly, improved model selection can be produced.
5.3 LOO error bounds on SVMs
Leave-one-out (LOO) method [93] is the brawny approach for support vector machine model selection. Minimizing
bounds of Leave-one-out errors is an almost unbiased estimate of the generalization error. The success of SVMs
depends on modifying the several parameters which affect the generalization error. The approach is to estimate the
generalization error and then search for parameters so that this estimator is minimized. This requires that the estimators
are computationally efficient. However, one limitation of the LOO method is that it needs more time. An effective idea
is to approximate the LOO error by its upper bound, that is computed by running a actual classiﬁcation algorithm only
once on the original training set T of size l. This approach has successfully been developed for both support vector
machine for classification [40],[43],[49],[93], support vector machine for regression ([14],[87]) and support vector
ordinal regression [101]. Then we can search for parameter so that this upper bound is minimized.
These bounds which are tighter than the one defined in Vapnik [91] and valid for hyper planes not necessarily passing
through the origin depend on a new concept called the span of support vectors. The bounds obtained show that the
generalization ability of SVM depends on more complex geometrical constructions than large margin.
This procedure is usually used to estimate the probability of test error of a learning algorithm. The leave-one-out
procedure consists of removing from the training data one element, building the decision rule on the basis of the
remaining training data and then testing the removed element. In this way one tests all ℓ elements of the training data
(using ℓ different decision rules). The number of errors in the leave-one-out procedure is denoted by L(x1, y1, ..., xℓ, yℓ).
It is known that the leave-one-out procedure gives an almost unbiased estimate of the probability of test error : the
expectation of test error for the machine trained on ℓ − 1 examples is equal to the expectation of 1/ℓ L(x1, y1, ..., xℓ, yℓ).
Leave-one-out procedure is conducted only for support vectors where as non support vectors will be recognized
correctly since removing a point which is not support vector does not change the decision function. The major idea lies
in the fact that the upper bounds on the number of errors is made by span of support vectors. This will depend on the
span of the support vectors, which gives vigorous bounds that depending on the diameter of the training points.
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Later on, provoked by the Leave-one-out error bound, approaches were proposed by directly minimizing the
expression given by the bound in an attempt to minimize leave-one-out error([87],[96]
) and these approaches are called LOO support vector machines (LOOSVM). LOOSVMs mainly involve solving
convex optimization problems, and one of which is a linear programming problem.
Min
ξi
----------------(5.4)
α,ξ
subjected to yif(xi))≥1-ξi+αiK(xi,xj),i=1,….l --------(5.5)
αi≥0, ξi≥ 0,i=1,…l
--------(5.6)
where f(x)=sign(
yi K(xi,xj))
--------(5.7)
and K(x,x1) is the kernel function.
LOOSVMs possess many of the same properties as standard SVMs. The main Prominence of these algorithms is that
apart from the choice of kernel, they are parameter less. The selection of the number of training errors is inherent in the
algorithms and not chosen by an extra free parameter as in SVMs.
5.4 Using Feature selection in SVMs
It is indispensable to build SVMs which are better and easier to understand learning machines even with thousands to
millions of low level features. Selecting the most relevant one is the concept of feature selection. In many supervised
learning problems feature selection [19] is an important task for a variety of reasons: increasing generalization
performance, shorter training time requirements, and improved model interpretability. When we consider Standard
SVMs there is no guarantee in getting important features which contribute to classification process. By using feature
selection we can identify subset of features. So feature selection when combined with standard SVM we can achieve
classification with more perfectness. Generally there are several feature selection strategies used namely filters: ranks
features or feature subsets independently of the classifier, Wrapper method: uses a classifier to assess features or
feature subsets, like F-score, Random forest, etc. The main judging criterion is the balanced error rate (BER). It is
given as
BER= 1 /2 #positive instances predicted wrong
#positive instances

+

#negative instances predicted wrong
#negative instances

Suppose assume a test data set contains 90 positive and 10 negative instances. If all instances are predicted as positive,
then BER is 50% since the ﬁrst term of above formula is 0/90 but the second is 10/10. There are other judging criteria
such as the number of features and probes; mainly the smallest BER is used.
In machine learning, there are several views for feature selection in SVM [10],[39],[56],[96],[111]).Some of them are
applied to optimization problems like l0 norm, l1norm [110], l∞ norm SVM and achieved good performance.
Naturally, we expect that using the lp -norm (0 < p <1) in SVM can ﬁnd more sparse solution than using l1 -norm and
more algorithmic advantages. Through combining standard SVM and feature selection strategy by introducing the lpnorm (0 < p <1) , the primal problem in lp-support vector machines ( lp -SVM) is [26].
min
vi p, +C
ξi
----------- (5.8)
w,b,v,ξ
subjected to yi((w.xi) +b)≥1-ξi
----------- (5.9)
ξi ≥0,i=1,……l
----------- (5.10)
-v≤ w≤ v
----------- (5.11)
This problem can be solved by using successive approximation algorithm ([10],[26]).
5.5 Rule extraction from support vector machines
Although SVM is a state-of-the-art classification technique in data mining, they are as strong as their weak, as the non
linear models are considered as incomprehensible black box models.Then opening the black box by extracting rules
from SVM models that replicate their activities as they are validated before being implemented. They became more
useful in medical diagnosis [63].Rule extraction is performed for the following two reasons: (1) to understand the
classifications made by the underlying non-linear black-box model, thus to open up the black box and (2) to improve
the performance of rule induction techniques by removing idiosyncrasies in the data. The classification scheme for rule
extraction techniques that can easily be extended to SVMs is based on the following criteria: Translucency, Expressive
power, Specialized training regime, Quality, Algorithmic complexity.
Two main kinds of rule extraction methods are known as pedagogical [75] and decompositional ([34],[67]).
Pedagogical techniques are those which consider the trained model as a black box and directly extract rules which
relate the inputs and outputs of the SVMs. On the other hand, decompositional approach is closely related to the
internal mechanism of the SVMs and their created hyper plane.
An algorithm was presented which extract propositional classification rules from linear classifiers [34].The method is
considered to be decompositional because it is only applicable when the underlying model provides a linear decision
boundary. The algorithm is iterative and extracts the rules by solving a constrained optimization problem that is
computationally inexpensive to solve. While the mathematical details are relatively complex and the principal idea is
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rather straightforward to explain. Therefore different optimal rules extracted according to different criteria will
maximize the log volume of the region, which lead to solving the following optimization problem
max
xi
-------(5.12)
xϵRn
subjected to (w.x) +b=0, -------(5.13)
0≤x≤1
------- (5.14)
However, there are limitations for existing rule extracted algorithms in real applications with high dimensions. So the
integration of the feature selection into the rule extraction problems is another possibility to be explored, and there are
previously some papers related to this topic [102].
5.6. Concept Boundary detection
The main idea in concept boundary detection (CBD) method [69] is to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset and
consider only support vectors and discard non support vectors. This can be done by K nearest neighbour method. To
reduce the high dimensional datasets by avoiding curse of dimensionality problem is the key feature.
To speed up processing, at the pre-processing step itself data is reduced. Identifying instances is done by using a
method close to the boundary between classes. This boundary detection algorithm aims to eliminate instances that are
supposed to be non support vectors. After identifying the boundary, SVM was applied for classification which contains
only support vectors.
The boundary detection algorithm consists of mainly two steps: 1.Concept independent pre-processing 2.Concept
specific sampling. The first step is described as identifying the nearest neighbours of every instance with higher
accuracy. Here class labels are not considered. By using efficient algorithms like Locality sensitive Hashing (LSH)
[117] is applied to the dataset to obtain nearest neighbours. Locality sensitive hashing is a technique for grouping
points in space into buckets based on distance measure operating on the points. Points that are close to each other
under the chosen metric are placed in the identical bucket with high probability.LSH can obtain approximate nearest
neighbours with high accuracy.
The second step is concept specific sampling where class labels are given. The output from the first step is selected as
input for next step. A scoring function is calculated for every instance. The objective of the scoring function is to
accord higher scores to instances closer to the boundary between the positive and negative classes. Based on the score
obtained instances are considered, and then the SVM is applied to the dataset for classification. The accuracy has
increased drastically since only the boundary points are identified.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper has offered Support vector machines in every aspect: Linear Case, Non separable case, Non Linear case with
their relevant optimization problems and how to solve them to achieve classification. It gives wide review of
optimization models of SVMs, including C-SVM ,v-SVM, least squares SVM, twin SVM, fuzzy SVM, Proximal SVM,
Transductive SVM, Knowledge based SVM, Robust SVM, Multi instance SVM, Multi view SVM and also standard
algorithms including SMO, Parallel methods ,Efficient methods for large scale SVM. Then SVM for Model selection,
feature selection, LOOSVM based on minimizing LOO error bound, probabilistic outputs for SVM, rule extraction from
SVM and Concept Boundary Detection method gives the issues regarding enhancements to make SVM more accurate.
These models have been used in many real-life applications, such as text categorization, bio-informatics, bankruptcy
prediction, remote sensing image analysis, network intrusion and detection, information security, and credit assessment
management.
Research in SVMs and research in optimization problems have become increasingly coupled. In this paper, we can see
optimization models including linear, nonlinear, second order cone, and semi-deﬁnite, integer or discrete, semi-inﬁnite
programming. Apparently, there are still many optimization models of SVMs not discussed in this paper, and novel
practical problems remaining to be explored will become new challenges to SVM to construct new optimization models.
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